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Wipf Stock Publishers, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In this work, Dr. Swafford opens up the wisdom of C.S. Lewis
Screwtape Letters. From challenges at home, evangelization, overcoming anxiety, doubt, prayer,
and becoming other-centered--these and many other struggles a Christian is bound to face show up
in these pages. What unites this book is Swafford s ability to untwist the demonic plan to keep us
down and bring us to despair. Truly, this work provides a roadmap for spiritual survival in the
modern age, one that will empower us to live a life of joy and peace right now. Spiritual Survival in
the Modern World is a punch in the face! Dr. Swafford unlocks C.S. Lewis wisdom in a way that
allows us to apply crucial moral and spiritual realities to our everyday life. It s practical, applicable,
and something I m recommending to students and missionaries in FOCUS. --Kevin Cotter, Senior
Director of Curriculum of FOCUS (the Fellowship of Catholic University Students) When unpacking a
master s work, you need a master teacher.and Andrew Swafford is just that. Lewis Screwtape
Letters is a timeless treasure, to be sure,...
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A fresh e-book with a brand new perspective. This is certainly for anyone who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. I am just happy to
explain how this is the very best publication i have go through in my individual lifestyle and may be he best pdf for ever.
-- Margarett Roob-- Margarett Roob

The very best publication i possibly study. This is certainly for anyone who statte there was not a worth looking at. I am just very happy to tell you that this
is basically the best pdf i actually have study inside my individual life and could be he very best pdf for possibly.
-- Darlene Blick-- Darlene Blick
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